Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), cyclic voltammetry, and single-unit 28 electrophysiology studies suggest that signals measured in the nucleus accumbens 29 (Nacc) during value-based decision-making represent reward prediction errors (RPEs), 30 the difference between actual and predicted rewards. Here, we studied the precise 31 temporal and spectral pattern of reward-related signals in the human Nacc. We 32 recorded local field potentials (LFPs) from the Nacc of six epilepsy patients during an 33 economic decision-making task. On each trial, patients decided whether to accept or 34 reject a gamble with equal probabilities of a monetary gain or loss. The behavior of four 35 patients was consistent with choices being guided by value expectations. Expected value 36 signals before outcome onset were observed in three of those patients, at varying 37 latencies and with non-overlapping spectral patterns. Signals after outcome onset were 38 correlated with RPE regressors in all subjects. However, further analysis revealed that 39 these signals were better explained as outcome valence rather than RPE signals, with 40 gamble gains and losses differing in the power of beta oscillations and in evoked 41 response amplitudes. Taken together, our results do not support the idea that post-42 synaptic potentials in the Nacc represent a RPE that unifies outcome magnitude and 43 prior value expectation. We discuss the generalizability of our findings to healthy 44 individuals and the relation of our results to measurements of RPE signals obtained 45 from the Nacc with other methods. 
Introduction
placed inside the Nacc, covering those parts equivalent to the Nacc shell and core 146 regions in rodents. Figure 1A shows an exemplary pre-surgical MRI with a projection of 147 the planned placement of electrodes. 
Procedure & task 155
Data were collected between the third and fifth day post surgery. During recording, 156 patients completed an economic decision-making task presented on a laptop computer. 157
We chose a task in which expected values and RPEs are known to correlate with the 158 BOLD signal in bilateral Nacc (Rutledge et al., 2014) . During the task, patients 159 repeatedly decided whether to accept or reject a monetary gamble offer. If accepted, a 160 gamble resulted in a monetary gain or loss with equal probabilities after a brief delay. 161
Each patient made 200 choices between this risky gamble option and a safe option 162 worth 0 euros. There were five different win amounts for the risky option (25, 40, 55, 163 75, 100 euro cents). Loss amounts for the risky option (5-200 euro cents) were 164 determined by multiplying gain amounts by 20 different multipliers, ranging from 0.5 to 165 5 to accommodate a wide range of gain-loss sensitivity. Each set of options was 166 presented twice. 40 trials featured gamble offers with a negative mathematical expected 167 value (calculated as the mean of the two possible outcomes of a gamble), and so 168 subjects would lose money on average if they chose those options. The gamble expected 169 value was positive in 150 trials. In the remaining 10 trials, the gamble offer had an 170 expected value of zero with equal magnitudes for the potential gain and loss. The risky 171 gamble option and the safe option were represented by three numbers on the screen, 172 each presented in black font in the center of a white rectangle (figure 1B; the screen 173 background color was black). Two of the three numbers were presented on one side of 174 the screen (left or right) and corresponded to the possible gain and loss of the current 175 gamble offer. The potential loss amount, indicated by a negative sign, and the possible 176 win amount were presented slightly below and above the horizontal meridian of the 177 screen, respectively, at equal eccentricities from the center of the screen. The third 178 number, representing the safe option, was always zero and was presented on the 179
opposite side of the screen, on the horizontal meridian. The side of the screen 180 (left/right) on which each of the two options (safe option and gamble) was presented 181 was counterbalanced across trials. 182
183
Each trial started with the presentation of the two options on the screen. Patients chose 184 the option presented on the left or on the right by pressing one of two keys on a 185 keyboard with their left or right hand, respectively (left "Ctrl" and "Enter" on the 186 number block, respectively). There was no time limit for decisions. If patients chose to 187 gamble, the outcome was randomly determined by the computer and displayed for 1.5 s 188 after a 2 s delay period. The inter-trial interval (ITI) was jittered between 1.5 and 2 s. 189
The outcome of each trial counted for real money. Subjects were endowed with 15 190 euros at the start of the experiment and, in addition to this endowment, earned an 191 average of 15.18 euros (range, 3.73-27.38 euros), paid out at the end of the experiment. 
Recording and analysis of local field potentials 197
LFPs were recorded continuously from four platinum-iridium contacts (1.5 mm wide, 198 1.5 mm apart) on each of the four DBS-electrodes (one in each Nacc and anterior 199 thalamic nucleus). We report data from the bilateral Nacc, for which the task was 200 primarily designed. Data were digitized at a sampling rate of 512 Hz using a Walter 201
Graphtek system (data for patient P6 was recorded using Brain Vision software at a 202 sampling rate of 2500 Hz). Following previous work (Litvak et al., 2012), we analysed 203 data in a bipolar montage, in which each contact is referenced to its dorsal neighbour. 204
This results in three channels per hemisphere. This bipolar montage maximizes spatial 205 specificity for the Nacc by minimizing volume conduction effects from distant sources. 206
Simultaneous to LFP recordings, data from three to four surface electrodes (Oz, Cz, Fpz 207 and, in P2, also POz, positioned according to the 10-20 system) were obtained for 208 patients P1 to P5. 209
210
LFPs and surface EEG data were analysed using FieldTrip (Oostenveld et al., 2011) and 211 Matlab (version R2012a; Mathworks). Data were epoched from 1.5 seconds before 212 options onset to 5 seconds after the choice (i.e., 3 seconds after outcome onset in trials 213 in which patients accepted the gamble). Line noise was removed using a narrow-band, 214
fourth-order, two-pass Butterworth filter (48.5 to 51.5 Hz and harmonics up to 250 Hz). 215
Trials were rejected if the maximum amplitude variance across all available channels 216 exceeded a threshold, as implemented by standard options in FieldTrip. This resulted, 217 on average, in a rejection of 19% of all trials. Artifact-free data were baseline-corrected 218 by subtracting the mean LFP amplitude across the 100 ms that preceded the beginning 219 of each trial (i.e., the onset of the options) from the entire epoch. The numbers of trials 220 available for analysis were 132 (P1), 165 (P2), 186 (P3), 143 (P4), 178 (P5) and 168 221 (P6). 222
223
Inspection of artifact-free data of each patient revealed a low signal-to-noise ratio of 224 Nacc recordings from patient P6. Following previous work (Cohen et al., 2009a (Cohen et al., , 2009b , 225
we expected an evoked response to the presentation of the two options on the screen 226 and to the outcome of a gamble, each within the first 800 ms. While patients P1 to P5 227 indeed showed at least one significant positive or negative peak in both of these time 228 windows (p<.05), trial-averaged data in none of the six Nacc channels from patient P6 229 differed significantly from zero in response to either event (p>.1; corrected for multiple 230 comparisons across all time bins between 0 and 800 ms, separately for both time 231 windows; cluster-based permutation test, see below). P6 was therefore excluded from 232 all LFP analyses. 233
234
Spectral analysis was performed separately for low frequencies (2.5 to 40 Hz, in steps of 235 2.5 Hz) and high frequencies (30 to 250 Hz, in steps of 5 Hz) to account for different 236 smoothing properties (for a similar procedure see, e.g., Buchholz, Jensen, & Medendorp, 237 2011). For low frequencies, a Fourier-transformed Hanning taper was multiplied with 238
Fourier-transformed data segments sampled every 25 ms (window length 400 ms). For 239 high frequencies, discrete prolate spheroidal multitapers were used (window length 240 200 ms, spectral smoothing of 20 Hz; seven orthogonal Slepian tapers). For the analysis 241 of phase-locked ("evoked") responses in the time domain, the LFP signal was band-pass 242 filtered between 0.5 and 25 Hz, following previous work (Zaehle et al., 2013 ) (fourth-243 order, two-pass Butterworth filter). Since we had no prior hypothesis regarding any 244 difference between more ventral vs. more dorsal channels, the mean amplitude of 245 phase-locked responses and the mean spectral power across all three channels of each 246 electrode were used for statistical analyses. To ensure that averaging across channels 247 did not mask any statistically significant effects in individual channels, we conducted 248 additional analyses of all channels separately as indicated in the results section. 249
250
Because of the relatively small sample size in our study, group-level inference is 251 inappropriate. However, our sample offers an excellent opportunity to study the 252 consistency of task-induced modulations across five individual cases. We therefore 253 report commonalities and differences between individual case results. We used a non-254 parametric permutation test implemented in FieldTrip to correct for multiple 255 comparisons across time-and frequency-bins and both hemispheres. captures an overall bias to gamble independent of the values of the two options: 293
In model 2, we tested whether choice behavior was explained by a value function where 295 the utility of the gamble was equal to its expected value: 296
In this model, the probability of gambling depends on both the gamble utility and the 298 overall tendency to gamble: 299
The parameter µ captures the sensitivity of choice probability to the utility of the 301 gamble (the utility of the safe option is always assumed to be zero). We used Bayesian 302 model comparison to determine whether Model 2 described choice behavior better than 303 To estimate the degree of loss aversion in each subject, Model 3 additionally includes a 312 parameter λ: 313
A gain-loss neutral subject would have λ = 1, while a loss-averse subject would have λ > 315 1, and a gain-seeking subject would have λ < 1 (Sokol-Hessner et al., 2009). To 316 determine the probability of gambling, the same equation was used as for Model 2. 317
Results 318
Our primary goal was to test whether LFPs from the human Nacc contain signals that 319 are compatible with representing expected value and RPE signals. To this end, we 320 studied both phase-locked signals in the time domain and time-frequency resolved 321 power relative to expected value, outcome valence and outcome magnitude in an 322 economic decision-making task in which expected value and RPE regressors are known 323 to correlate with the BOLD signal in bilateral Nacc (Rutledge et al., 2014) . To confirm 324 that the patients in our study made choices consistent with forming value expectations, 325 we fitted established decision models to each patient's choice behavior. 326
327

Behavioral modeling 328
In each trial, patients chose between a safe option worth zero and a risky option, a 329 gamble in which they could win or lose varying amounts of money. On average, patients 330 chose between the two options within 2.17 s (range of median response times, 1.46-331 3.04 s). Each set of options was presented twice and all six patients were more 332 consistent than a random chooser, choosing the same way both times in more than 50% 333 of option sets (range, 57-77%), with an average of 65% consistency. On average, 334 patients chose to gamble in 66±13% of trials (mean±SD; range, 46-82%; Figure 2A) . 335
Because the safe option in this task is always worth zero, overall earnings are expected 336 to be highest when gamble offers with a positive mathematical expected value (average 337 return) are accepted and gamble offers with a negative expected value are rejected. On 338 average, patients chose gambles with a positive expected value in 73±12% (mean+SD) 339 of trials, more often than gambles with a negative expected value, which were chosen in 340 42±28% of trials (t(5)=2.73, p<0.05). We used a nonparametric resampling test to 341 confirm, for each patient, whether choices were influenced by the expected value of the 342 
358
Model 2 explains choice behavior by a value function, with the gamble utility equal to its 359 expected value. In this model, the probability of choosing the gamble offer depends both 360 on each patient's sensitivity to gamble utility (parameter µ) and on a patient's overall 361 tendency to gamble (parameter g). The average pseudo-r 2 for Model 2 was 0.18 (range, 362 0.07 to 0.41). The BIC was lower (preferred) for Model 2 compared to Model 1 for four 363 of the six patients (P1, P2, P3, P4) suggesting that these patients' decisions depended at 364 least partly on the expected value of the gamble. Choice behavior in the remaining two 365 patients (P5 and P6) was better explained by an overall tendency to choose gambles 366 alone (Model 1) according to BIC (Figure 2C) . 367 368 Finally, our experimental design allowed us to estimate the degree of loss aversion for 369 each of the four patients for whom choice depends on gamble value with an additional 370 parameter λ in Model 3. The average pseudo-r 2 for Model 3 was 0.19 (range, 0.08 to 371 0.41). The loss aversion coefficients for patients P1, P2, P3 and P4 were 3.03, 1.42, 1.04 372 and 1.78, respectively ( Figure 2B) . The loss aversion coefficient is greater than 1 for 373 these four patients, and the additional model complexity of Model 3 is justified by BIC 374 for patients P1 and P4. Our results are consistent with four of the six patients using a 375 subjective value function to guide their decision-making. 376 377
Local field potentials 378
Following a standard approach, we tested for effects of the two RPE components 379 separately, i.e., for an expected value effect and an effect of outcome magnitude. More 380 specifically, if phasic dopamine release changes post-synaptic processing in the Nacc in 381 a way that is compatible with a RPE signal, post-outcome LFPs should vary both with 382 the outcome magnitude and its expected value, and in opposite directions (Behrens et 
Outcome valence and magnitude effects 386
We first tested for effects of gamble outcome on the spectral pattern of LFPs over time. 387
In principle, any relationship between RPEs and LFPs could be driven purely by a 388 valence effect (gain vs. loss). Alternatively, LFPs could additionally scale with outcome 389 magnitude, as would be expected for a RPE signal. To distinguish between potential 390 valence and magnitude effects, outcome magnitude was used as a predictor in two 391 separate linear regression analyses, one for win trials and one for loss trials. To test for 392 valence signals, we first compared time-and frequency-resolved power across the 2 393 seconds after outcome presentation with a baseline, separately for trials in which 394 patients won money and for trials in which they lost (figure 3A; significance threshold 395 p<.05 after correction for multiple comparisons across all time bins between 0 and 2 396 seconds, all frequency bins (2.5 to 40 Hz or 30 to 250 Hz; see methods) and both 397 hemispheres). As a baseline, we averaged power across the inter-trial interval between 398 -1000 and -200 ms relative to the onset of the options. 399
400
In win trials, we found a consistent, significant increase in the power of beta oscillations 401 (around 15 to 30 Hz) within the first second after outcome onset. This increase was 402 present in the Nacc in at least one hemisphere of each of the five patients ( figure 3A,  403 top row). In addition, there was a significant modulation of the power of low 404 frequencies (below 15 Hz) with varying direction across patients (i.e., a power decrease 405 in P1, P2, P3 and P5 and a power increase in P4). In loss trials, power changes from 406 baseline were less consistent and weaker. Only three patients (P2, P3 and P4) showed a 407 significant enhancement of beta power in response to gamble losses (figure 3A, middle 408 row). Furthermore, beta power was significantly higher for gamble gains vs. losses in 409 three of the five patients (P1, P2 and P5; figure 3A, bottom row). No outcome valence 410 effect was observed at higher frequencies (up to 250 Hz) in any of the patients. 
466
Expected value effects on spectral power or phase-locked responses before outcome 467 onset were observed in three of the five patients (P1, P2 and P4). However, latencies 468 and spectral patterns of these effects varied across patients (table 2 and figure 4). In 469 the other two patients (P3 and P5), we found no effect of expected value on spectral 470 power up to 250 Hz or on phase-locked responses in any of the time windows, 471 independent of whether the three channels of each DBS electrode were analyzed 472 separately or pooled (all p>.1). 473
474
Reward prediction error effects 475
To demonstrate that a signal can represent RPEs, it is not sufficient to find a significant 476 difference between win and loss outcomes. A unified RPE signal should show a positive 477 correlation with reward magnitude and a negative correlation with expected value, or a 478 significant pattern in the opposite direction. To test whether outcome-related signals 479 represent a unified RPE signal, we performed a regression with a predicted RPE 480 regressor (reward magnitude minus gamble expected value) and used a liberal p>0.1 481 threshold both for defining clusters across time and frequency and for testing against a 482 nonparametric distribution (see methods for details of the cluster-based permutation 483 testing). This procedure allowed us to identify candidate signals for further examination. 484
485
We first applied this procedure to identify candidate RPE signals in LFP over time. We 486 then tested whether these signals are better explained by the combined influence of 487 rewards and expectations, as required of a RPE signal, or alternatively simply as an 488 outcome valence signal that distinguishes gamble gains from losses. For each candidate 489 RPE signal, we performed a regression that included regressors for 1) outcome valence, 490
2) reward magnitude, and 3) gamble expected value. 491 
505
For time-and frequency-resolved power between 30 and 250 Hz, we observed a 506 significant modulation by expected value and outcome magnitude only in a single 507 patient. Unexpectedly, this patient was P5, one of the two patients whose choice 508 behavior was not consistent with being based on value expectations (figure 2C). In this 509 patient, power between 30 and 80 Hz, 175 to 850 ms after outcome onset, correlated 510 positively with outcome magnitude (p<.001) and negatively with expected value 511 (p=.009). Of the remaining four patients (P1 to P4), whose choice behavior was 512 compatible with being based on value expectations (figure 2C), none showed evidence 513 for a RPE signal at high frequencies that correlated either with expected value or 514 outcome magnitude (all p>.25), let alone with both. 515
516
For outcome-evoked responses (ERP), we identified candidate RPE signals with positive 517 correlations for all five subjects, with two potential signals at different latencies for one 518 subject (P5). We also identified negative correlations for three subjects (P2, P4 and P5). 519
The latencies of these outcome-evoked RPE signals overlapped with the latencies of 520 outcome valence signals reported above and in figure 3B . Specifically, positive 521 correlations were observed between 117 and 820 ms after outcome onset (with 522 another cluster between 1042 and 1435 ms after outcome onset in P5). Negative 523 correlations with RPE were observed between 369 and 1357 ms after outcome onset. 524 made choices in a way that required them to consistently form value expectations 552 (figure 2), which were reflected in Nacc LFPs in three of these patients before outcomes 553 were revealed (figure 4 and table 2). In contrast, none of these patients showed a 554 modulation of Nacc LFPs after outcome onset that unified expected value and outcome 555 magnitude, as expected for a RPE signal. 556
557
Little evidence for a unified reward prediction error signal in LFPs in the human Nacc 558
Since RPEs depend on value predictions, we expected to find RPE signals in the four 559 patients whose choice behavior strongly indicated that they formed such value 560 predictions (P1 to P4, figure 2C ). The absence of a RPE signal in all four of these patients 561 clearly speaks against RPE signals in Nacc LFPs, and contrasts with previous fMRI 562 findings in a similar task (Rutledge et al., 2014) . However, patient P5 did show a high-563 frequency signal compatible with representing RPEs, despite no evidence for the 564 behavior of that patient being guided by value expectations. Since the behavior of 565 patient P5 suggested that he was not paying attention to the potential gamble outcomes, 566 it is difficult to speculate on the functional significance of this finding. It would be 567 interesting for future research to test patients in a learning task in which many subjects 568 fail to make choices consistent with using RPEs to update value estimates. In such a task, 569 Accordingly, RPE signals in the Nacc output could, in principle, reflect an integration of 582 current, outcome-related information with an anticipatory modulation of neuronal 583 excitability by expected value prior to the outcome. Because fMRI has a relatively low 584 temporal resolution (Kwong et al., 1992) and is sensitive not only to post-synaptic 585 changes but also to multi-unit spiking (albeit to a lesser degree; e.g., Logothetis, 2003) , 586 it may be difficult to distinguish these two cases on the basis of the BOLD signal alone. 587
Here, studying LFPs from the human Nacc, we found signals that varied with expected 588 value after the outcome in only one of the four patients who made choices consistent 589 with forming a value expectation. Expected value signals before the outcome, however, 590
were observed in three of these patients. The heterogeneity of expected value signals 591 across patients (table 2) suggests a greater variability in the processing of reward and 592 expected value than implied by fMRI. Furthermore, in the one patient who adjusted 593 choices to expected value and who showed post-outcome signals that varied both with 594 the actual outcome and its expected value, outcome and expectation effects occurred in 595 non-overlapping frequency bands and at distinct latencies ( figure 3 and figure 4) . Taken (Floresco, 2015). In our task, contingencies were made explicit prior to the experiment, 626 and no learning was required. Indeed, all patients were trained on the task for 50 trials 627 before they started the experiment. The explicit probabilities present in our task 628 enabled us to systematically vary the potential gains and losses from trial to trial so that 629 subjects would have to form a new value expectation on each trial to maximize earnings. Further studies are needed to test whether Nacc LFPs correlate with prediction errors 635 when contextual changes necessitate behavioral updates, i.e., instrumental learning, and 636 could also reveal whether any learning-related signals actually depend on value. 637
638
Outcome valence signals in LFPs in the human Nacc 639
While spectral patterns and latencies of expected value signals varied across patients 640 (figure 4 and table 2), we observed strong and consistent valence signals following 641 outcome onset. Specifically, outcomes induced a beta enhancement within the first 642 second after outcome onset in the Nacc in at least one hemisphere in all five patients. 643
This replicates findings in a previous study of human Nacc LFPs (Cohen et al., 2009b) . We cannot exclude the possibility that RPE coding is altered in epilepsy, and that this 665 explains the discrepancy between our findings and previous fMRI studies (e.g., Rutledge 666 et al., 2014). However, our patient population had etiologically and clinically 667 heterogeneous epilepsy syndromes (table 1) 
Analysed data features 688
We examined both phase-locked, time-domain data and time-frequency resolved power 689 across wide time-and frequency-windows likely to capture both outcome evaluation 690 and the processing of a value expectation. We used a nonparametric cluster-based test 691 within each individual instead of underpowered group-level statistical inference. To 692 avoid type II errors, we repeated analyses before and after pooling data across the three 693 channels of each hemisphere, and at a more liberal 10% significance threshold. Time-694 frequency data were explored up to the limit set by our sampling frequency (512 Hz). 695
While we cannot exclude the possibility that we missed expected value signals at higher 696 frequencies, the 250 Hz limit in our study is close to the ~300 Hz boundary that is 697 commonly used to separate local field potentials from multi-unit activity (e.g., 698
Logothetis, 2003). Finally, to remove noise artefacts, we used a narrow band-stop filter at least in some subjects, before an outcome is revealed. Because of non-overlapping 724 latencies and spectral patterns of outcome and expected value effects in patients whose 725 behavior reflects value expectations, our data do not support the idea of a unified RPE 726 signal in Nacc LFPs that is driven by the phasic dopamine release known to represent 727
RPEs. Instead, RPE coding in the spiking activity of Nacc neurons may reflect an 728 integration of changes in neuronal processing that occur both before and after an 729 outcome is revealed. 730 Tables  897  898   Table 1 
